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BIRDS FLY TO MTATSMINDA MOUNTAINCitebi mTawmindisken mifrinaven

In addition to inciting the aesthetic delicacy, modern art 

acquires the designation of unification and restoration of 

fragmented mentality, having mixed values.

To penetrate deep into the objective mentality, to apprehend 

psychologically the outer world, impressiveness relevant to 

the epoch itself, is becoming turbid with the painful stream 

of informational chaos. On the pretext of stability and social 

security, differentiation and neutralization of non-aesthetical and 

aesthetical, non-traditional and traditional, good and bad, causes 

the stance of uninterrupted stress hidden in outward calmness.

The art, as one of the standard bearers of inward genuineness, 

eternal values always headed and led the process of suppressing 

the raiders against spirituality in our country.  

Despite hard every day routine, among Georgian public 

workers still are many creators and keepers of art. It’s of 

especial pleasure the genuine, often not properly valued 

contribution of the representatives of young generation.

Among modern young creators, Giorgi Kukhalashvili belongs 

to that part of young art creators, the works of which did not 

become clouded with the mist of pseudo-thinking, being so 

abundant in XXI century. His works are bright, genuine, and 

generous, just like the environment of his home country, his 

family, and his teachers.

His painting canvasses starting from light lyrical strokes and 

outlines, ended in most complicated compositions, can be 

apprehended as a harmonious panorama of thought and feeling 

spread on one vast space. He presents to the onlookers the 

environment, in which even a minor detail possesses its own 

burden of meaning.

Multi-figure compositions reveal thematic idea, but the topic 

in them is spread and sometimes lost in the details of the 

composition, just like wishes lost in the everyday turmoil. 

The personalities in his compositions co-exist, reflect definite 

desires, emotions. Sometimes a figure of animal flashes across 

these compositions, and the common space often is the merging 

of land, sea and the sky. 

However, by their content the multi-figure compositions are 

of multi-aspect, and the main thought is always outstanding in 

them. 

The landscapes of the capital city occupy special place in the 

works of Giorgi Kukhalashvili: Silver Street, his co-citizens…

Streets and houses harmoniously merge each other in them. 

In the evenings, the light coming out of the window and azure 

of the sky also merge each other beautifully. It seems as if the 

minute of meeting of the earthly and heavenly is expressed. No 

sadness is in the winter snowy landscapes. Just on the contrary, 

snow forms a real holiday. Mtatsminda Mountain is erected 

above the city. People are walking along the road towards it; 

the road of spirituality. In the rosy sky the birds are flying to 

Mtatsminda.

The paintings of Giorgi Kukhalashvili are of high technical 

quality, are original and positively charged. I think, the readers 

will meet with great interest and pleasure the present 

publication of his paintings.

Zurab Kalandadze

Tanamedrove xelovneba, garda esTetikuri sifaqizis 

aRZvrisa, danawevrebuli da fasovanebaaRreuli 

mentalobis gamTlianeba-aRdenis daniSnulebasac 

iZens. 

obieqturi sinamdvilis ganWvreta, garesamyaros 

fsiqologiuri aRqma, TviT epoqis Sesatyvisi 

impresiuloba, informaciuli qaosis mtkivneulad 

Warbi nakadiT imRvreva. stabilurobisa da 

socialuri uzrunvelyofis sababiT, araeTikurisa 

da eTikuris, aratradiciulisa da tradiciulis, 

cudisa da kargis ganzaveba-ganeitraleba garegnul 

simSvideSi Semaluli uwyveti stresis mdgomareobas 

aCens.

xelovneba, rogorc Sinagani sialalis, maradiuli 

fasovanebebis erT-erTi medroSe, mudam win 

miuZRoda xolme Cvens qveyanas sulierebis 

winaaRmdeg moTareSeTa aRsakveTad. 

miuxedavad mZime yoveldRiurobisa, qarTvel 

moRvaweTa Soris dResac sakmaod arian xelovnebis 

Semoqmedni da modarajeni. gansakuTrebiT 

sasixaruloa maT Soris axalgazrda Taobis 

warmomadgenelTa xalasi, Tumca xSirad daufasebeli 

Rvawli.

Tanamedrove qarTvel SemoqmedTa Soris, giorgi 

kuxalaSvili, axalgazrda xelovanTa swored im 

nawils ganekuTvneba, romelTa Semoqmedeba ar 

gabundovnebula 21-e saukunes moZalebuli fsevdo 

azrovnebis burusiT. misi namuSevrebi naTelia, 

alali, guliTadi. swored iseTi, rogorc misi 

samSoblos, misi ojaxis, mis aRmzrdelTa garemo. 

misi ferweruli tiloebi msubuqi lirikuli 

monaxazebidan dawyebuli, urTulesi kompoziciebiT 

damTavrebuli, erT did sivrceze gadaSlil fiqrisa 

da grZnobis harmoniul panoramad aRiqmeba. is 

mnaxvels warudgens garemos, sadac mcire detalsac 

Tavisi mniSvnelobiTi datvirTva aqvs.

mravalfiguriani kompoziciebi Tematur Canafiqrs 

aaSkaraveben, magram maTSi Tema gaSlilia da 

zogjer Cakargulic ki kompoziciis detalebSi. 

iseve, rogorc cxovrebis oromtrialSi Cakarguli 

survilebi. kompoziciaSi warmodgenili pirovnebani 

Tanaarseboben, asaxaven garkveul survils, emocias. 

aseT kompoziciaSi zogjer iWreba cxovelis figura. 

saerTo sivrce ki xSirad Serwymaa xmeleTis, zRvisa 

da cisa.

Tumca mravalfiguriani kompoziciebi 

Sinaarsobrivadac mravalwaxnagovania, maTSi 

yovelTvis ikveTeba ZiriTadi azri. 

dedaqalaqis peizaJebi gansakuTrebul adgils 

ikavebs giorgi kuxalaSvilis SemoqmedebaSi: 

vercxlis quCa, Tanamoqalaqeni... maTSi harmoniulad 

erwymian erTmaneTs saxlebi da quCebi. saRamo 

xans, fanjridan gamomavali Suqi da cis silurje 

erTmaneTs erwymis. TiTqos zecierisa da miwieris 

Sexvedris wamia asaxuli. zamTris Tovlian 

peizaJebSi rodia sevda, piriqiT _ Tovli 

dResaswauls qmnis. aRmarTulia mTawminda. misken 

mimaval gzas adgas xalxi; gzas sulierebisa. 

vardisfer caze Citebi mTawmindisken mifrinaven.

giorgi kuxalaSvilis mxatvroba maRali teqnikuri 

xarisxisaa, originaluria da dadebiTi muxtis 

mqone. vfiqrob, mkiTxveli interesiT Sexvdeba misi 

ferweruli namuSevrebis winamdebare gamocemas. 

zurab kalandaZe
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DON QUIXOTE
don kixoti

2014, 134X105 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.

2012, 50X70 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.

DUSK ON MOUNT MTATSMINDA
Sebindeba mTawmindaze
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9 2015, 96,5X111,5 cm

Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.

DON QUIXOTE’S DREAM
don kixotis sizmari
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I, DON QUIXOTE
me, don kixoti

2015, 160X140 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.

***

don kixoti _ sulier gzaze mdgari adamianis tipi, romelic grZnobadi samSvinveliT 
cdilobs qaris wisqvilebis, anu drakonis damarcxebas da Serwymas sakuTar RvTaebriv 
maradqalur sawyisTan, dulsiniasTan. es survili ganuxorcielebeli rCeba, is ver 
aTavisuflebs Tavis RvTaebriv arss meobis ZalTa gareSe. 

21-e saukunis adamiani, romelic Seudgeba TviTSemecnebis gzas, aRWurvili unda iyos 
me var arsis ZaliT. cnobierebam unda Seimecnos WeSmariteba da miRebuli saganZuris 
wyalobiT „gamoisyidos“ RvTaebrivi dulsinia, romelic amaRlebis idumalebaSi 
SegviZRveba.

giorgi kuxalaSvili

***

Don Quixote – a type of man, being on the way of spirituality, who with the senses of his soul tries to win 
over the windmills, i.e. dragon and to merge with his own divine eternally feminine origin, Dulcinea. This wish 
remains unrealized, he fails to liberate his divine essence without the powers of his identity, his self.

A man of XXI century, who has embarked on the road of self-consciousness, should be equipped with the 
power of I am the essence. Consciousness should comprehend the truth and thanks to the received treasure 
should “redeem” divine Dulcinea, who will lead us into the mystery of ascension.  

Giorgi Kukhalashvili
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DAY OF SLEEPLESS NIGHT
RamenaTevi dRe

ILLUSTRATION FROM “THE KNIGHT IN THE PANTHER’S SKIN”
ilustracia `vefxistyaosnidan~

2015, 51X76 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi, 

2015, 25X18 cm
Mixed Technique / Sereuli teqnika 
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15 2012, 133X144 cm

Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.

THE LAST BET
ukanaskneli fsoni
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WEDDING ON MTATSMINDA
qorwili mTawmindaze

2013, 50X70 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.

SELF-PORTRAIT
avtoportreti

2012, 60X50 cm
Oil on Cardboard / muyao, zeTi.
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THE BALL
mejlisi

2014, 190X200 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.
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ON PLAIN AIR
plenerze

MOULIN ROUGE
mulen ruJi

2015, 50X70 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.

2014, 70X50 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.
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THE JUDGMENT DAY
gankiTxvis dRe

2015, 110X134 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.
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THE LAST SUPPER
saidumlo seroba

AGNUS DEI
RvTis kravi

2015, 47X67 cm
Paper, Pastel / qaRaldi, pasteli.

2012, 116X81 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.
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CALVARY
golgoTa

2007, 150X176 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.
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CALVARY
golgoTa

DESCENT FROM THE CROSS
gardamoxsna

2014, 47X68 cm
Paper, Coal / qaRaldi, naxSiri.

2006, 115X80 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.
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NEW LIFE
axali sicocxle

2013, 200X176,5 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.

***

arsebobs ferebi da ferTa SeTanxmeba, romlebic atareben garkveul Sinaarss da 
ganwyobebs. rogorc dadebiTs, ise uaryofiTs. mxatvari ismens ferTa kombinaciebis 
dialogs, maT arsobriobas samyaroSi. mas unda SeeZlos ferTa konstelaciebis 
Sepirispireba...

ferisTvis mniSvnelobis miniWebas udidesi datvirTva aqvs mxatvrobaSi. mxolod naTeli 
tonebis CamolagebiT SeuZlebelia Seqmna eTiuri ganwyoba nawarmoebSi. xelovnebis 
nawarmoebis umaRlesi Sefasebisas aucileblad gasaTvaliswinebelia misi moraluri 
Sinaarsi, esTetika, plius eTika.

mxatvarma, pirvel rigSi, unda icodes, rom sikeTe ar iarsebebda boroteba rom ar 
arsebobdes da boroti Zalac, saboloo jamSi, sikeTis msaxurebaSia. es ganwyoba unda 
gedos safuZvlad Tu ginda, rom Seni ferwera, ferTa wyoba, samyaros kanonebTan iyos 
Tanaziari.

giorgi kuxalaSvili

***

There exist colors and agreement of colors, which carry definite meaning and sentiments, both positive and 
negative. An artist listens to the dialogue of color combinations, their being in the universe. He should be able 
to reach confrontation of constellations of colors…

To attach meaning to color has the greatest load in the art of painting. By arrangement of only light tones it 
is impossible to form ethic sentiment in a work. In the highest evaluation of a work of art its moral content, 
aesthetic, plus ethic should be taken into consideration by all means,           

An artist, first of all, should know that the kindness would not have existed without existence of the evil and 
the evil force ultimately is serving the good. This sentiment should be laid in the basis if you want your paint-
ing, arrangement of colors be sharing regularities of the nature.   

Giorgi Kukhalashvili
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THE ABDUCTION OF EUROPA
evropis motaceba

2014, 90X137 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.
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CROSS OF BARABA
barabas jvari

2007, 87X76 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.

***

xelovnebis enis daufleba xdeba ara tvinismieri inteleqtiT, aramed warmosaxvebiT, 
imaginaciuri aRqmebiTa da STabeWdilebebiT.

meoce saukunidan adamianSi Zlierdeba inteleqtualuri Zalebi da Cndeba tvinismier-
materialisturi xelovneba, rac moklebulia da Sors dgas WeSmariti xelovnebis 
logikisgan, bunebis kanonzomierebebisgan.

renesansis epoqaSi da ufro adrec, adamiani epoqalurad iyo CarTuli samyaros 
xatsaxovnebis aRqmebsa da warmodgenebSi. bunebis ena, igive xelovnebis ena, misTvis ucxo 
ar iyo.

mecniereba dRes imecnebs ra mkvdar bunebas, ver wvdeba mis realur arss. dRevandeli 
xelovnebis Semfasebeli aRWurvili unda iyos im niWiTa da unariT, romlis meSveobiTac 
SeiZleba xelovnebis enis gageba.

giorgi kuxalaSvili

***

To master the language of art is not managed through the intellect of mind, but by means of imaginations, 
imaginative perceptions and impressions. 

From XXI century intellectual powers become stronger in a human being and there appears the art of mind, 
materialistic art, which lacks and is far from the logic of true art, from regularities of the nature.

In the epoch of the Renaissance and even earlier, involvement of a human being was epochal into the 
perceptions and ideas of image-figurativeness of the universe. Language of the nature, the same language of art, 
was not alien for him.

Science today apprehends the dead nature, failing to penetrate into its real essence. Appraiser of the present-
day art should possess that talent and skill, through which it will become possible to understand the language 
of art.

Giorgi Kukhalashvili
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37 2012, 145X175 cm

Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.

FAILED PERFORMANCE
CaSlili warmodgena
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TOLSTOY IN TBILISI
tolstoi TbilisSi

2011, 180X160 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.
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PORTRAIT OF CHABUA AMIREJIBI
Wabua amirejibis portreti

2013, 100X75 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.

WINTER
zamTari

2012, 75X100 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.
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SPRING
gazafxuli

2015, 50X60 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.

PORTRAIT OF ZURA KIPSHIDZE
zura yifSiZis portreti

2013, 80X60 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.
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31TH DECEMBER
31 dekemberi

2015, 50X70 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.

SILVER STREET
vercxlis quCa

2013, 50X70 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.
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qarTvel mxatvars vulocav

ferweruli namuSevrebi saqarTvelodan gansakuTrebiT ibyrobs yuradRebas. saqarTvelo 
gasayarzea evropisa da aziisa. aq Tanaarsebobs mravali eTnosis warmomadgeneli. maT, mcire 
geografiul teritoriaze mcxovrebT, mravali ram ganasxvavebT; Tundac sametyvelo ena da 
kultura, magram maT aerTianebT evropul da aziur xelovnebaTa bunebrivi sinTezi.

aziuri xelovnebis aRqma evropaSi xSirad egzotikurobis gancdas iwvevs; evropulis ki _ 
metnaklebad ukve nanaxisa da gancdilisa. qarTvel mxatvarTa namuSevrebSi mnaxveli xSirad 
amCnevs aq TiTqmis dakarguli sulierebis kvals; zogjer ki, Tematur warmodgenasac am mxriv.

bolo wlebSi, evropaSi gamofenil qarTvel mxatvarTa Soris, yuradReba miibyro axalgazrda, 
magram maRalprofesiuli xarisxis mxatvarma _ giorgi kuxalaSvilma. igi stiluri 
TvalsazrisiT sakmaod gamoirCeva im qarTvel mxatvarTagan, romlebic wlebis manZilze 
ifineboda Cvens mier realizirebuli proeqtebis farglebSi. ukanasknel wlebSi sagrZnoblad 
gaizarda interesi misi namuSevrebis irgvliv da marTlac, Tu Tvals gavadevnebT mis 
SemoqmedebiT gzas, TvalnaTliv davinaxavT misi, rogorc Semoqmedis zrdis, ganviTarebis 
process. amasTanave, wels mas mieniWa wlis saukeTeso axalgazrda mxatvris wodeba. swored 
amitom gadawyda misi namuSevrebis monawileoba axal saerTaSoriso proeqtSi _ „Tanamedrove 
qarTuli xelovneba“, romlis prezentacia 2015 wels saqarTveloSi moxdeba. 

sasixaruloa, rom giorgi kuxalaSvilis mxatvrul namuSevarTa pirveli krebulis gamocema 
swored zemoxsenebuli proeqtis prezentaciaze xdeba SesaZlebeli. 

vulocav am axalgazrda, saintereso, dadebiTi energiiT aRsavse qarTvel mxatvars Tavisi 

pirveli wignis gamocemas.

kristian kondaiki

CONGRATULATIONS TO YOUNG ARTIST

Painting works from Georgia always attract special attention. Georgia is at the crossroad of Europe and Asia. 
Here equally so-exist the representatives of numerous ethnicities. They live on small geographical territory and 
differ in many aspects: this is type of language and culture; but in common they have natural synthesis of the 
European and Asian arts.

Apprehension of Asian art in Europe often causes the emotion of exotic; and of European – more or less as 
something already seen and experienced. In the works of Georgian artists the onlookers often notice the trace of 
almost lost spirituality; and sometimes even a thematic performance from this viewpoint.

Within last few years among the works of Georgian artists exhibited in Europe, our attention was attracted by 
Giorgi Kukhalashvili, a young, but high-skilled artist. From the viewpoint of style he differs much from those Geor-
gian artists, which exhibited their pictures over years within the projects we implemented. 

In recent years interest in his works has considerably increased and indeed, if we watch the way of his creative art, we’ll 
clearly see the process of his creative artistic improvement, development. And at the same time, this year he was awarded 
title of The Best Young Artist of the Year. Just because of this participation of his works was decided in the new interna-
tional project – “Modern Georgian Art”, the presentation of which will be held in 2015 in Georgia.

We are most glad that publication of the first collection of Giorgi Kukhalashvili’s pictures becomes possible just at 
the mentioned presentation. 

I congratulate this young, interesting Georgian artist full of positive energy with the publication of his first book.

Cristian KondaikTHE WAY TO MTATSMINDA
gza mTawmindisken

2012, 60X70 cm
Oil on Canvas / tilo, zeTi.



Projects and Awards: 

2015 - For the special contribution to Georgian Art Giorgi Kukhalashvili was awarded the title of  Young Professional;

2014 - Author and participant of the project “New Life”. Project was made with Paata Burchuladze Charity Fund “Lullaby” and Zurab Tsereteli 
Museum of Modern Art. Ten artists exhibited their paintings aiming to support the beneficiaries of the Fund “Lullaby”.

2013 - Author and participant of the project “Tbilisi and Tbilisians”. The project aimed at creating the portraits of the prominent artists of 
Georgia by young artists and sculptors. Portraits were exhibited at Georgian National Museum. Project also included the documentary film and 
a printed catalog.

2011 - Winner of the Art Exhibition “Universe of Lev Tolstoy”, Exhibition Hall of the Russian Drama Theatre after Griboedov project; 

2010 - Author and Participant of the of youth project “Meeting of Past & Present”. Exhibition was held at Tbilisi History Museum “Caravanserai”. 

Solo exhibitions: 

2015 - “Chardin” Art Gallery, Tbilisi, Georgia;

2014 - Tbilisi History Museum „Caravanserai“, Tbilisi, Georgia;

2012 - “Gremi” Art Gallery, Russia, Saint Petersburg; 

2009 - “Vernissage” Art Gallery, Tbilisi, Georgia. 

Group exhibitions: 

2015 - “Russian Art Week”, Moscow, Russia;

2015 - “Georgian Contemporary Art” , National Library, Tbilisi, Georgia;

2015 - Art Gallery “Giraffe”, Tbilisi, Georgia; 

2014 - Contemporary Art Museum, Baku, Azerbaijan; 

2014 -“Kunstbeurs” - Ghent, Belgium; 

2014 - Georgian National Museum, Tbilisi, Georgia; 

2014 - New-York Art Expo, New-York, The USA; 

2013 - Saint-Pierre Exhibition Hall, “ Georgian Contemporary Art”, Paris, France; 

2012 - Inter Art Batumi, Batumi, Georgia; 

2011 - “My Art”, TBC Exhibition Hall; 

2011 - Art Gallery „First Class Art”, Amsterdam, Holland; 

2010 - Artist’s House- Moscow, Russia; 

2008 - Art Gallery “Vernissage”, Tbilisi, Georgia; 

2007 - Art Gallery “Hobby”, Tbilisi, Georgia; 

2004 - Christmas Exhibition, National Gallery of Art, Tbilisi, Georgia; 

2003 - Georgian National Gallery, Tbilisi, Georgia; 

2003 - Georgian National Library, Spring Exhibition, Tbilisi, Georgia; 

1999 - Art Gallery “Muse”, Amsterdam, Holland.


